In this paper we demonstrate several examples of solving challenging algorithmic problems from the Google Code Jam programming contest with the Prolog-based ECL i PS e system using declarative techniques: constraint logic programming and linear (integer) programming. These problems were designed to be solved by inventing clever algorithms and efficiently implementing them in a conventional imperative programming language, but we present relatively simple declarative programs in ECL i PS e that are fast enough to find answers within the time limit imposed by the contest rules. We claim that declarative programming with ECL i PS e is better suited for solving certain common kinds of programming problems offered in Google Code Jam than imperative programming. We show this by comparing the mental steps required to come up with both kinds of solutions.
INTRODUCTION
Google Code Jam 1 (GCJ) is one of the biggest programming competitions in the world. An individual GCJ round is usually 2-4 hours long and poses 3 or more problems. A solution is considered correct if it produces correct answers for all given test cases within a certain time limit (4 minutes for the "small" input and 8 minutes for the "large" one).
1 https://code.google.com/codejam Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SAC'15 April 13-17, 2015, Salamanca, Spain. Copyright 2015 ACM 978-1-4503-3196-8/15/04...$15.00. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2695664.2696032 GCJ competitors can use any freely available programming language or system (including the ECL i PS e2 system).
We show that some GCJ problems that should be challenging according to the problem setters' estimate can be easy to solve declaratively using high-level programming languages like ECL i PS e and techniques like constraint logic programming and linear (integer) programming.
ECL i PS e CLP [4, 1] is an open-source Prolog-based software system that integrates various logic programming extensions, in particular constraint logic programming (CLP).
ECL i PS e implementation of TPK algorithm
To give a feeling of the ECL i PS e syntax we present and explain a program for a TPK algorithm [3] , proposed by D. E. Knuth and L. T. Pardo for demonstrating some basic syntactic constructs of a programming language.
The algorithm prompts for 11 real numbers (a0 . . . a10) and for each ai computes bi = f (ai), where f (t) = |t|+5t 3 . After that for i = 10 . . . 0 (in that order) the algorithm outputs a pair (i, bi) if bi ≤ 400, or (i, TOO LARGE) otherwise. ).
Listing 1: TPK algorithm in ECL i PS e Lines 1-2 define a predicate to calculate value of f . Lines 3-13 define predicate main. Line 4 reads a list into variable As. The input is a Prolog list (comma-delimited and bracketenclosed). We preprocess the space-separated input with a simple 'sed' script to convert it to the Prolog format.
Line 5 stores the length of the input list in the variable N, and stores original input numbers in reverse order in Rs.
Line 6 is the head of a loop: we iterate simultaneously over every number in Rs and over I = N − 1 . . . 0. I, Ai and Bi are local variables for every loop iteration. Line 7 assigns the value f(Ai) to Bi. Lines 8-10 are 'if-then-else' construct that outputs "TOO LARGE" or Bi depending on Bi value.
THE PROBLEMS
In this section we show how tricky algorithmic problems can often be easily modeled and efficiently solved using declarative programming techniques and ECL i PS e . We chose a set of GCJ problems from different tournament stages to demonstrate different useful aspects of ECL i PS e : CLP library 'ic', linear programming library 'eplex', working with integers and floating point numbers. To compare our declarative programming solutions with possible imperative solutions we compare the "mental steps" required to come up with the solutions.
Triangle Areas 3
"Triangle Areas" is a problem from the second round of GCJ 2008. Given integer N , M and A, find a triangle with vertices in integer points with coordinates 0 ≤ xi ≤ N and 0 ≤ yi ≤ M with an area of A 2 , or say that it does not exist. "Triangle Areas" is almost perfect for solving with CLP. Variables are discrete, constraints are non-linear, and we are looking for any feasible solution. Notice that one vertex of the triangle can be chosen arbitrarily. To calculate the triangle area, place one vertex in (0, 0): 2S = |x2y3 − x3y2|.
For this problem we present complete source code of the solution. For subsequent problems we present only interesting parts: 'model' plus other problem-specific predicates. . :: and #= are from 'ic' library. With :: we define possible domains for X2, X3, Y2, Y3 variables, and #= constrains both left and right parts to be equal and integer. After model evaluation X2, X3, Y2, Y3 variables might not be instantiated to concrete values, but they will have reduced domains with possible delayed constraints and will be instantiated later with labeling.
Lines 5-12 define the do_case predicate to process one input case. Line 6 outputs case number according to the problem specification. Lines 7-11 are an 'if-then-else' construct that outputs point coordinates if it is possible to satisfy model predicate and label (assign values from the domain) all coordinate variables, or "IMPOSSIBLE" otherwise.
Lines 13-17 define the main predicate that reads the number of test cases C and for each test case reads N, M, A pa-3 Problem link: http://goo.gl/enHWlq rameters and executes do_case.
We can formulate following mental steps needed to invent and implement this ECL i PS e solution:
1. Notice that one vertex can be chosen as (0, 0). 2. Recall or look up the formula for an area of a triangle.
3.
Formulate the constraint programming model.
4.
Code the constraint programming model. For this problem, it requires 4 lines of straightforward code.
Let us compare this with a possible imperative solution in a convenient programming language that requires a more in-depth analysis of the problem. First observations will be the same. We will also note that it is impossible to find Arguably, declarative solution in ECL i PS e needs simpler steps and leaves less space for a possible mistake.
Dancing With the Googlers 4
This is a problem from the qualification round of GCJ 2012. We consider triplets of integers from 0 to 10 which never contain numbers that are more than 2 apart. A triplet is surprising if it contains numbers that are exactly 2 apart. Given the list of sums of N triplets and the number of surprising triplets among them S, how many triplets can be high (have the highest number at least p)?
A useful feature of ECL i PS e is that similar models can be used to solve the same problem using different solvers. Linear programming is almost always much more effective than CLP (especially when looking for the optimal solution), but CLP has more expressive power because of possible usage of non-linear constraints and objectives. Some problems can be adequately modeled as linear programming problems, but it may not be obvious how to formulate the model in terms of linear constraints and objective -additional variables and specific linearizing "tricks" might be required [5] . So a useful technique is to solve small input of a GCJ problem using a CLP model (easier to formulate, but less effective), and then convert it into a linear programming model to solve large input using linear (integer) programming solver. Correctness of the less obvious linear programming model can be verified by comparing its results with results of the CLP model on the same (small) input.
CLP model for this particular problem is easy to formulate (note that logic values of arithmetic constraints -0 or 1can be used in other arithmetic constraints as integers):
1 :-lib(ic). Lines 6-17 form an ECL i PS e loop. Lines 6-10 are loop header; foreach lines loop over triplets and points simultaneously, and fromto lines collect number of possible surprising triplets (constrained to equal S after loop end) and number of possible high triplets (returned as GtP). Lines 11-17 are loop body: they provide the representation of a triplet as minimum, medium and maximum elements to simplify calculation of constraint expressions for triplets.
Lines 18-22 define the predicate find that finds concrete values of Triplets and GtP using bb_min predicate. In line 19 Triplets list is flattened to Var, because labeling works only with flat lists or arrays. bb_min minimizes the objective, so in line 20 we define the objective (Cost) as negative of (GtP) that we want to maximize.
This solution can be converted to an integer linear programming model that uses eplex library and requires two additional sets of integer variables 0..1. The code is omitted due to the space constraints and can be found in [2] .
Mental steps for the ECL i PS e solution could be: For an imperative solution we have to notice that the lowest sum of numbers in a high unsurprising triplet is 3p − 2 (for a triplet p, p − 1, p − 1), and in a high surprising triplet is 3p − 4 (for a triplet p, p − 2, p − 2), but only if p >= 2 (otherwise the triplet won't be surprising). After this, we count the triplets which are high even when unsurprising N high , and the triplets which can be high if they are surprising
Nsurp. The answer is N high + min(Nsurp, S).
Mental steps for this imperative solution could be: 1. Figure out when a triplet is high.
2. Implement calculation of N high and Nsurp.
Compared to our declarative solution, the imperative solution needs fewer steps, but the first step requires some math insight into the problem. Besides, our declarative approach provides an alternative solution for the small input which can be used to validate the solution for the large input.
Star Wars and Mine Layer
Our solutions and discussions for these problems are omitted due to the space constraints and can be found in [2] .
CONCLUSIONS
Many GCJ problems that are hard to solve in time-restricted and stressful competition environment can be relatively easily modeled and solved in ECL i PS e . We gave several examples of such problems, and our declarative solutions for them require simpler and often fewer mental steps than possible imperative solutions in a language like C++ or Java. Running times of our programs are several orders of magnitude smaller than the time limit imposed by GCJ rules (table 1) .
